
Art Basel stages the world's premier art shows for modern and contemporary works, sited in
Basel, Miami Beach, Hong Kong and Paris. Defined by its host city and region, each show is
unique, which is reflected in its participating galleries, the artworks on display and the parallel
content programming produced in collaboration with the local institutions. In addition to ambi-
tious stands featuring leading galleries from around the globe, each show's singular exhibition
sectors and artistic events spotlight the latest developments in the visual arts, offering visitors
new ideas, new inspiration and new contacts in the artworld. 

We seek for our premises in Basel, Switzerland an ambitious personality as

Junior Sustainabilty Manager
Job ID 554

The Story

Art Basel, together with its parent company MCH Group, has embarked on sustainability transformation. Protecting

the environment goes hand in hand with a strong world, and the future is one of harmony between humans and na-

ture. By thinking creatively and ecologically, we can build an advanced world that nourishes, instead of depletes,

the natural world. Rethinking ways of doing, respecting regional differences and incorporating ecology into our daily

business will lead the way for change. 

Your way to lead for Change

Close collaboration with group sustainability team on a global scale
Responsible for data collection to determine corporate carbon footprint as well as diversity,
equity, and inclusion aspects of AB business as part of the entire MCH Group AG
Analyze and interpret results and derive concrete actions together with our partners
Design, implement and monitor new business processes

Art Basel

Our Basel fair brings the international artworld together. 

https://artbasel.com/basel
https://artbasel.com/


Track measures implemented
Create, share, and present reports relating to sustainability within Art Basel
Constantly align Art Basel sustainability strategies with MCH Group AG strategy
Immerse yourself in the topics of sustainability, be it ecological, social, or economical

Your profile

First work experience within the topic of sustainability is preferred
University degree in economics, Sustainable Development or a similar field is most
welcome
Good understanding of global aspects of sustainability and high sensitivity to the topic of
inclusion
Proficient in MS Office (MS Excel and PowerPoint in particular)
Innovative can-do attitude
Structured way of working
At ease with working with data sets, high attention to detail
Able to manage multiple stakeholders
Excellent written communication skills in English, any added languages as French or
German is an asset

Your employer

The MCH Group is a leading international live-marketing company with a comprehensive
services network spanning the entire exhibition and event market
We develop traditional trade fairs to modern platforms and communities.
Our exhibition portfolio includes around 90 own and guest exhibitions, and we complete
around 1800 projects worldwide each year
Our nearly 700 colleagues are active all over the globe


